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TRANSPORTERS

INDIGO HF:
VERSATILE AND
PRACTICAL IN USE
The Indigo HF is suitable for the transportation of a wide range of equipment, cars, and other
vehicles.
This complete transporter is available in 4 sizes. As a standard, the Indigo HF has been
equipped with a durable plywood floor plate, the unique Combi Protect Rail (with a height of
80 mm) on the side and front walls, 2 aluminium loading skids with a length of 2500 mm,
integrated underneath the floor, tyres 195/50 R13, and an adjustable winch and winch support
mounted in front. This model will perfectly meet even the heaviest of transportation needs; the
Indigo HF can be provided with a gross loading capacity of 2700, 3000, or even 3500 kg!
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STANDARDS, OPTIONS, AND ACCESSORIES
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Standard: a robust, adjustable
winch with support in front.
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Standard: a bolted V-drawbar
and a heavy duty jockey wheel
assembled.
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Standard: available in 4 sizes: 400
x 200 cm, 450 x 200 cm, 500 x 200
cm, and 500 x 220 cm (L x W).
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Standard: available in 2700, 3000 or
3500 kg. Max. Gross Weight (3500
kg also as a 3-axle trailer).
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Standard: with TÜV certified load
securing system.

Standard: the fixing points have a
capacity of 1000 daN (kg.) each.

Standard: U-profil at the rear for
placing the loading skids hinged.
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Option: adjustable wheel chock
model Combi Protect Rail.

Option: adjustable wheel chock
model Combi Protect Rail and 2
black wheel chocks.

Standard: adjustable wheel chock
(model Combi Protect Rail).

Standard: aluminium loading skids
in 2500mm long.

Option: parabolic axles incl. shock
absorbers are possible for all Indigo
HF models in 3500kg. Tyres 195/50
R13 are with black rims.
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Standard: a fixed Combi Protect
Rail 80mm high on the sides and
in front.

Option: floor of aluminium profiles
instead of plywood floor.

Option: an aluminium profil floor
and light protection at the rear.

All HAPERT trailers have been provided with
the TÜV certified load-securing system!
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